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CHAPTERR 6 

FOLDINGFOLDING OF THE HIV-1 MINUS-STRAND 

STRONGSTRONG STOP DNA MOLECULE STIMULATES 

THETHE FIRST STRAND TRANSFER REACTION OF 

REVERSEREVERSE TRANSCRIPTION 

BiancaBianca IF. Klasens, Nadine L. Vastenhouw and Ben Berkhout 



ABSTRACT T 

Twoo DNA strand transfer reactions occur during retroviral reverse transcription. The 

mechanismm of the first, minus-strand strong stop (ss)DNA transfer has been studied in 

vitrovitro for HIV-1. This strand transfer reaction is mediated by the repeat (R) region, 

situatedd at both the 5' and 3' end of the RNA genome. The HIV-1 R region contains a 

TARR and polyA hairpin. The results reveal that the 5' terminus of the 5' R is critical 

forr efficient strand transfer. The stimulatory effect of this sequence cannot be 

subscribedd to the RNA template itself, because it is degraded during reverse 

transcriptionn by RNaseH action of the RT enzyme. Instead, we propose that folding of 

ann 'anti-TAR' hairpin structure in the ssDNA molecule facilitates efficient strand 

transfer.. We present a mechanistic model that describes the importance of the ssDNA 

structuree in strand transfer. Folding of the ssDNA initiates the release of this cDNA 

fromm the 5' R donor template and/or the folded ssDNA triggers annealing to the 3' R 

byy basepairing of the complementary RNA hairpin loops. 

INTRODUCTION N 

Retrovirusess have the ability to replicate their RNA genome through a DNA 

intermediate.. The single stranded viral RNA genome is copied into a double stranded 

DNAA molecule, a reaction that is carried out by the virally encoded reverse 

transcriptasee (RT). Reverse transcription is primed by a tRNA molecule that anneals 

too the primer binding site (PBS) on the viral RNA genome " '" '" ' . Elongation of 

reversee transcription up to the 5' end of the RNA template results in the synthesis of a 

tRNA-DNAA intermediate product that is called strong stop (ss)DNA. The process of 

reversee transcription involves two template-switching events, called minus- and plus-

strandd DNA transfer. The minus DNA transfer involves the dissociation of the ssDNA 

intermediatee from the 5' end of the RNA genome, and subsequent annealing to the 

3'endd of the RNA genome, and this reaction is mediated by the terminal repeat (R) 

regions. . 

Reversee transcription can be initiated within the viral particle as evidenced by 

thee presence of the initial DNA product in virions 212'2iy21A_ However, it is generally 
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thoughtt that most of the reverse transcription reaction occurs in the cytosol of newly 

infectedd cells. The virtual absence of a discrete ssDNA product in infected cells 

suggestss that the ssDNA is efficiently transferred from 51 R to 3' R 275-276- 76. The 

virallyy encoded nucleocapsid protein (NC) is involved in several steps of reverse 

transcription,, including the strand transfer reaction ,06;226277 This protein has been 

shownn to stimulate the annealing of the tRNA primer to the PBS g9;1O0;253;277
i a n cj the 

elongationn of the RT enzyme through template regions with stable RNA secondary 

structuree 217:2B;27K The RNaseH activity of the RT enzyme is critical for strand 

transferr as well, because it releases the ssDNA template by degradation of the RNA 

.. , . 227;23ö;279 

template e 

Severall  in vivo and in vitro studies have analyzed minus- and plus-strand 

transferr events in an effort to elucidate the mechanism of template switching 

236;243:243:268;26«;2KO;2»O;28ii  ;2Ki _ Q n e o f t h e u n r e s oi v e d q u es t i ons is whether the R region 

stimulatess minus-strand DNA transfer in a manner that is independent of the 

complementarityy of 3' R with the ssDNA. The length of the R region of different 

retrovirusess varies considerably, ranging from 12 nucleotides (nt) in mouse mammary 

tumorr virus (MMTV) , 97 nt for HIV-1 , and 249 nt in human T-cell leukemia virus 

typee 2 (HTLV-2) 2S2. This suggests that a relatively short region of homology is 

sufficientt for ssDNA transfer in some viruses, and that perhaps only a part of the 

largerr R region in complex viruses such as HIV and HTLV is used in this reaction. On 

thee other hand, it remains possible that the extended R regions of such viruses do 

containn additional features that facilitate the strand transfer reaction. For instance, an 

inin vitro study with Moloney murine leukemia virus (MoMuLV , R= 68 nt) argued that 

thee intact R sequence, and not just the repeat sequence, is necessary for efficient 

strandd transfer m:2t\ in vivo studies indicate that the U3/R junction of MoMuLV 

stimulatess strand transfer by an unknown mechanism, and that the site of strand 

transferr occurs predominantly at the 5' end of the genomic RNA '' ' . Another in 

vitrovitro study revealed evidence for an interaction of HIV- 1 RT with the 3' R acceptor 

templatee prior to departure from the donor template 2i6. These studies suggest that a 

neww mechanism, possibly involving the two RNA strands (51 R and 3' R) and the 

ssDNA,, may facilitate strand transfer. 

Thee R region of the HIV- l RNA genome encodes two well-conserved stem-

loopp structures, the TAR and polyA hairpins. In an in vitro reverse transcription assay 
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system,, we used two templates mimicking the 5' end (donor) and the 3' end 

(acceptor)) of the HIV-1 genome to test the contribution of these RNA secondary 

structuress to strand transfer. We demonstrate that template switching with donor and 

acceptorr pairs with the natural HIV-1 R region is much more efficient compared with 

otherr templates. Opening of both the TAR and polyA stem-loop in the 3'R-acceptor 

templatee stimulates strand transfer, indicating that these structures do not play a role 

inn the reverse transcription process. These hairpins are not supposed to play a role in 

thee donor template either, since the 5' RNA template will be degraded by RNaseH 

activityy upon reverse transcription. However, we measure that TAR in the 5' R 

contributess to efficient strand transfer, and we propose that this effect is mediated by 

secondaryy structure in the ssDNA. A structure-based mechanistic model is proposed 

inn which the ssDNA hairpin facilitates basepairing with the 3' R acceptor. 

MATERIALSS AND METHODS 

Synthesiss of HIV-1 RNA templates. To study the effect of the HIV-1 R region on 

thee first strand transfer of reverse transcription we used sequences of the LAI or Hxb2 

virall  isolate. All nucleotide positions refer to the HIV-1 LAI transcript, with +1 being 

thee transcription start site and therefore also the first nucleotide of the R region. Hxb2 

differss from LAI at position +23 in the TAR bulge (UCU instead of UUU). The 

polyAA and TAR hairpin mutations were described previously ,1,J71. The wild-type 

andd mutant plasmids were purified by cesium chloride density gradient centrifugation 

andd specific regions were amplified by the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) (5 min 

95°C,, 25 cycles of 1 min 95°C, 1 min 55°C, 2 min 72DC, followed by 10min72°C, 

100 min 4°C) with the sense and antisensc oligonucleotides listed in Table 5. The sense 

oligonucleotidess provide the promoter sequence for T7 RNA polymerase (underlined 

inn Table 5). Transcription was carried out with 0,5 \ig of the PCR product in 50 ul 

transcriptionn buffer (40 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 2 mM spermidine, 10 mM DTT, 12 

mMM MgCL) with 20 units RNAsin, 50 units of T7 RNA polymerase and 150 nmol of 

eachh NTP. The reaction mixture was incubated for 4 h at 37°C. The samples were 

treatedd with RNase-free DNase and subsequently extracted once with 

phenol/chloroform/isoamyll  (25:24:1), and precipitated with 0.1 volume 3 M NaAc pH 
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5.22 and 2.5 volumes of 96% ethanol. The RNA was dissolved in 25 ul of renaturation 

bufferr {10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl), heated for 2 min at 85°C and slowly 

cooledd to room temperature. The transcripts were analyzed on agarose gels, and the 

RNAA concentration was determined by UV spectroscopy. 

Tablee 5. Oligonucleotides used in this study 

Primers s Position n 

Sense e 

T7-11 5^CTAATACGACTCACTATAGaGGAGTGGCGAGCCCTCAGATG-31 -S4/-33 

T7-22 S'-CTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGTCTCTCTGGTTAGACCAĜ +1/+20 

T7-2XX 5'-CTAATACOACTCACTATAGGGAGCCGAUUaJCGAGCCAG-3' +1/+20 

T7-177 5'-CTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGTCTCTCTGGTTAGACCAG-3' +17/+37 

T7-299 5^CTAATACGACTCACTATAGCCAGATTTGAGCCTGGGAGC-3' +29/+49 

T7-577 r-CTAATACGACTCACTATAGCACGCTTAAGCCTCAATAAAG-3' +57/+80 

T7-PBSloopp 5'-CTAATACGACTCACTATAGTGTGCCCGTCTGTTGTGTGA-3' +105/+125 

T7-DISloopp 5--CTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGACTCGGCTTGCTGAAGCG-3' +240/+260 

Antisense e 

TR344 5'-TTTTTTTTTTTCCCAGGCTCAAATCTGGTC-3' +15/+34 

TR577 5'-TTTTTTTTTTGGTTCCCTAGTTAGCCAÜAG-3, +36/+57 

TR788 S'-TTTTTTTTTTTTATTGAGGCTTAAGCAAGTG-S' +S7/+78 

TR966 5 '-G A AGC ACTC A AGGC A AGCTTTATTG-3' +70/+96 

TR977 5"-TTTTTTTTTTGAAGCACTCAAGGCAAGCTT-3' +70/+97 

TR97mutAA 5'-TTTTTTTTTTAAGCCTCAAGGCAAGCTTTA-3' +70/+97 

LyS211 5 '-C A AGTCCCTGTTCGGGCGCC A-3' +182/+202 

BB33 5-GAGTCCTGCGTCGAGAGAGCTCCTCTGGTT-3' +216/+245 

ADSDD 5'-CATGGATCCAGTCGCCTCCCCTCGCCTC-3' +270/+290 

ADAUGG 5'-CATGGTACCCCCGCTTAATACTGACGC-3' +348/+36R 

JT77 RNA polymerase promoter sequence is underlined 
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Strandd transfer assays. The standard strand transfer assay was performed with a 5' R 

donorr template (+1/+245) and a 3' R acceptor template (-S4/+97) with a 10 nt long 

pofyAA tail (the A nucleotide at position +97 with 9 additional A nucleotides encoded 

byy the antisense PCR primer). First, the DNA primer Lys21 (2.9 pmol) was annealed 

too the donor template (0.32 pmol) in 12 ul annealing buffer (83 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 

1255 mM KC1) by heating for 2 min at 85°C and gradual cooling to room temperature. 

Next,, the acceptor template (1.5 pmol) was added yielding an optimal donor: acceptor 

ratioo of 1:5" . This ratio will differ slightly in case transcripts with deletions are 

used.. Reverse transcription was started by addition of 12 uT of 2xRT-buffer 

containingg 6 mM MgCI2l 20 mM DTT, dGTP, dATP, dTTP, each at 20 uM, dCTP at 

100 uM and 0.3 ul of [u-32P]dCTP (10 mCi/ml), H1V-1 RT (0.17 units. United States 

Biochemical)) or AMV-RT (3.3 units, Stratagene), and 12 pmol of HIV-1 NCp7 (MN 

isolate,, obtained from Dr. Louis Henderson, National Cancer Institute, USA). The 

finall  reaction mixture (24 ul end volume, 44 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 3 mM MgCl2, 10 

mMM DTT, 62.5 mM KC1, 20 mM NaCl) was incubated at different temperatures from 

30°CC up to 56°C for 10, 30 or 60 minutes. Reactions were terminated by addition of 5 

ull  formamide loading buffer (95% formamide, 20 mM EDTA, 0.05% bromophenol 

blue,, 0.05% xylene cyanol FF). The samples were heated for 2 min at 85°C and 

analyzedd on a denaturing 6% polyacrylamide-bisacrylamidc (19:1 )/7 M urea 

sequencingg gel. The products were visualized by autoradiography and the ssDNA (ss) 

andd transfer (T) cDNA products were quantitated on a Phosphorlmager (Molecular 

Dynamics).. Strand transfer efficiencies were calculated as follows: [aT/(aT+ss)]xl00, 

aa is the factor that corrects for the incorporation of additional label into the extended 

TT products versus the ss intermediate. 

Analysiss of premature strand transfer. To analyze the sequence of the strand 

transferr products, the T band was eluted from gel and PCR-amplified. Slices of 

Whatmann paper with the dried gel were rehydrated in 100 ul water for 10 min, heated 

att 100°C for 15 min and centrifuged for 2 min at 20.000g. The solution was removed 

andd nucleic acid was precipitated with 2.5 volumes of 96% ethanol, 0.1 volume NaAc 

pHH 5.2 and 2.5 ul glycogen (20 mg/ml) as carrier. The samples were placed at -70°C 

forr 30 min and centrifuged at 20.000g for 30 min. The pellet was washed with 450 ul 

ethanoll  (80%), vacuum-dried and dissolved in 10 pi water, of which 2 pi was used 
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eitherr for non-radioactive PCR and sequencing or radioactive PCR and restriction 

enzymee digestion. 

Nonn radioactive PCR was performed (5 min 95°C; 25 cycles of 1 min 95°C, 1 

minn 55°C, 2 min 72°C; followed by 10 min 72°C; 10 min 4°C) and the amplified T 

productss were diluted in 10 volumes of water, of which 1 ul was used in a Taq ET 

DycPrimerr Cycle Sequencing Reaction (Amersham). The sequencing samples were 

analyzedd on an Applied Biosystem 373 DNA sequencer. 

Radioactivee PCR (10 min 95°C; 4 cycles of 2 min 95°C, 1 min 55°C, 2 min 72°C; 

followedd by 10 min 72°C) was performed with a 5'-end labeled antisense primer. The 

oligonucleotidee Lys21 (3 fig) was labeled in 40 ul kinase buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 

7.5,, 10 mM MgCb, 5 mM DTT) with T4 polynucleotide kinase (Boehringer 

Mannheim)) and 25 uCi [y-32P]ATP (3000 Ci/mmol, Amersham) for two hours at 

37°C.. The PCR products were used directly for restriction-enzyme analysis. 

Digestionss were performed with either Xho I (5 units) in 10 ul buffer H (10 mM Tris-

HCl,, 10 mM MgCb, 50 mM NaCl and 1 mM dithioerythritol (DTE) or Bglïï (5 units) 

inn 10 ul buffer M (50 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 100 mM NaCl and 1 mM DTE) 

forr 6 hours at 37°C. Samples were separated on a denaturing 6% polyacrylamide-

bisacrylamidee (19:1 )/7 M urea sequencing gel and the different bands were 

quantitatedd by Phosphorlmager to calculate the cleavage percentage. 

RESULTS S 

Thee HIV-1 R region facilitates efficient strand transfer. To test whether the HIV-1 

RR region specifically promotes the strand transfer reaction, three donor/acceptor pairs 

weree compared (Fig. 41A). We designed template pairs with the natural HIV-1 R 

regionn (wt/wt) or arbitrarily chosen repeat sequences (dl/al, d2/a2). The repeat 

regionss have similar lengths (97-nt overlap for wt/wt versus 98-nt overlap for dl/al, 

andd 59-nt for d2/a2). Reverse transcription was performed with HIV-RT {wt/wt, 

dl/al,, d2/a2)or AMV-RT (wt/wt, dl/al) at different enzyme concentrations, and we 

measuredd the strand transfer efficiency (Fig. 41B). Strand transfer on the wt/wt 

templatess was 2-fold (HIV-RT) to 10-fold (AMV-RT) more efficient compared with 

dl/all  for the 30 min samples. This difference was increased up to 15-fold (1.7 units 
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AMVV RT enzyme) to 20-fold (3.3 and 6.7 units AMV RT enzyme per ul) for the 60 

minn samples. No strand transfer could be detected with the d2/a2 templates. These 

resultss suggest that the natural HIV-1 R region facilitates efficient strand transfer. 

Similarr results were obtained with HIV-RT and AMV-RT. indicating that the 

stimulatoryy effect of the HIV-1 R region does not require the presence of the 

correspondingg RT enzyme. 

A A 

donor r 

acceptor r 

wt/wt t 

 1 + 2 02 

.(A)9 9 
+97 7 

di /a ii d2/a2 

55 +245 +239 +374 

f2022 +105 +297 7 

B B 
HIV-RT T 
300 min 

> - = r * i -- T - , - * -,

-D-- wt/wt 
 d1/a1 

- A -- <l2/»2 

RTT concentration 

Figuree 41. Strand transfer with the wild-type HIV-1 R region is much more efficient than with 

arbi trar i lyy chosen repeat regions. (A) Three different donor/acceptor pairs with HIV-1 derived 

sequences.. Nucleotide numbers refer to the position on the wt genomic RNA, with - 1 being the 

transcriptionall start site. The wt/wt set contains the natural R region, and the acceptor template contains 

aa short polyA tail (A),,. (B) Analysis of strand transfer efficiencies on the three donor/acceptor 

pairs.. Reactions were performed with HIV-RT (0.17. 0.5 and 1 unit/ul) and AMV-RT (1.7. 3.3 and 6.7 

unit/ul)) with incubation times of 30 and 60 minutes. 
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Sequencee dissimilarity between donor and acceptor templates results in severe strand 

transferr defects. The HIV-1 R region encodes a tandem stem-loop motif consisting of 

thee TAR and polyA hairpin (Fig. 42A). This motif is present at both the 5' end 

(donor)) and the 3*  end (acceptor) of the viral transcript. The polyA hairpin is 

truncatedd at the 3' end due to cleavage at position +97, and subsequent 

polyadenylation.. To investigate the effect of RNA secondary structure, strand transfer 

reactionss were performed with donor and acceptor templates containing either a 

mutatedd TAR or polyA hairpin (Fig. 42B). The upper panel shows the wild-type TAR 

hairpinn (wt, AG = -24.8 kcal/mol) and a mutant thereof (X, AG = -14.7 kcal/mol). The 

XX mutant has a destabilized TAR RNA structure, because of mutations at position +3 

too +16. The lower panel shows the wild-type polyA hairpin (wt, AG = -15.3 kcal/mol) 

andd mutants thereof. Mutant D has a destabilized polyA hairpin structure (AG = -6.8 

kcal/mol).. These TAR and polyA constructs were tested to determine the importance 

off  identical R regions. 

donorr +- - Q 2 > + 2 0 2 

acceptorr (A>9 
KK -54 +97 

Figuree 42A. The donor/acceptor pair with the overlapping natural repeat (R) region. Nucleotide 

numberss refer to positions on the wild-type (wt) genomic RNA. with - I being the transcriptional start 

site.. The R region in the RNA templates contains a TAR and polyA hairpin. 
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Figuree 42B. The wild-type and mutant HIV-1 TAR and pol) A hairpin mutants. The wild-type 

(wt)) and mutant (X) TAR hairpin structure (upper panel) and wt and mutant polyA hairpin structures. 

Structuree prediction and free-energy minimization were performed with the MFOLD program 16? in the 

GCGG package, and the thermodynamic stability (AG in kcal/mol) is indicated. The X mutant of the 

TARR hairpin is destabilized by opening the lower part of the TAR stem (mutations are boxed). The 

polyadenylationn signal AAUAA A in the poly A hairpin is marked in bold. The polyA hairpin in the 

acceptorr template is truncated due to cleavage downstream of position +97 and the addition of a short 

polyAA tail (A)9. In mutants B and I), the polyA hairpin is destabilized by the introduction of several 

nucleotidee substitutions. In mutant A andd CD. the polyA hairpins are stabilized by deletions (A) and/or 

nucleotidee substitutions. 
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Reversee transcription was performed and the radiolabeled cDNA products 

weree analyzed on gel (Fig. 43). Several control reactions were included, e.g. primer 

extensionn on a fused donor/acceptor RNA template that yields exclusively the full-

lengthh T cDNA product (Fig. 43, -54/+202, lane 1). Furthermore, reverse transcription 

onn a donor template in the absence of an acceptor yields exclusively the ssDNA 

intermediatee product (Fig. 43, lane 2). Although further stabilization of the polyA 

hairpinn has been shown to inhibit the elongation capacity ot R'l enzymes in vitro , 

noo significant differences were detected in the level of ssDNA synthesis for the donor 

templatess dwl (lane 2) versus dD (lane 3). 

A A HIV-RT T HIV-RT T AMV-RT T 

Q Q 

B B HIV-RT T AMV-RT T 

gg 5 ~S x -§ g s >< 
ê x S x t s x g x x 

T - * * 

SS S 

11 2 3 4 5 6 7 99 10 11 1 22 3 4 5 6 7 

Figuree 43. Gel analysis of cDNA products in the strand transfer assay. (A) Primer extension 

reactionss of a fused donor acceptor template (da. lane I) that yields exclusively the transfer product 

(T),, and on donor templates of the wt (d'M. lane 2) and mutant D (d'\ lane 3) that yield exclusively the 

ssDNAA product, are included as control reactions. Strand transfer is performed on identical and non-

identicall  donor acceptor pairs of wt and the D mutant. The control reactions were performed with HIV-

RTT enzyme (lanes 1 to 3). All other reactions were performed either with HIV-RT (lanes 4 to 7) and 

AMV-RTT (lanes 8 to 11). (B) Strand transfer reactions on identical and non-identical donor acceptor 

pairss of wt and the X mutant. The reactions were performed with the HIV-RT enzyme (lanes I to 4) 

andd AMV-RT (lanes 5 to 8). 
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Identicall  and non-identical donor/acceptor pairs of these mutant and the wild-type 

template,, were tested for strand transfer (Fig. 43. e.g. wt/wt, D/wt, wt/D, D/D). All 

non-identicall  template sets show a severe reduction in strand transfer efficiency, both 

withh HIV-RT and AMV-RT (Fig. 44). The reduced strand transfer efficiency of the 

wt/DD set is not likely to be caused by alteration of the RNA secondary structure 

becausee the polyA hairpin structure in the acceptor template is not affected by this 

mutation.. It is therefore likely that inefficient strand transfer is caused by the partial 

losss of sequence homology in the R region. The relatively high strand transfer 

efficiencyy observed for the wt/X set in comparison with the X/wt set is remarkable 

andd wil l be explained in the discussion. Obviously, the defect caused by sequence 

dissimilarityy wil l interfere with the analysis of the role of RNA structure. Therefore, 

onlyy identical donor/acceptor pairs wil l be used in the subsequent assays to study the 

effectt of RNA secondary structure on strand transfer. 

STRANDD TRANSFER EFFICIENCY (% 

255 I 

20--

15 5 

100 -j 

5--

Ml^n ' ' 
wt/wtt D/wt wt/D D/D 

100-1 1 

80--

60" " 

40--

20 0 

0 0 r r 7H-\ 7H-\ "I I 
00 HIV-RT 

AMV-RT T 

wt/wtt X/wt wt/X X/X X 

Figuree 44. Strand transfer efficiencies for templates with destabilized RNA secondary structures 

inn donor and/or acceptor. The results of Fig. 43 were quaniitated by Phosphorlmager analysis, and 

diee strand transfer efficiencies (%) were calculated as mentioned in the materials and methods section. 

Resultss obtained with HIV-RT are presented as hatched bars, and with AMV-RT arc presented as grey 

bars. . 
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Prematuree template switching in in vitro strand transfer. Sequence dissimilarity 

betweenn the donor and acceptor template can be used to determine the position at 

whichh the growing point of cDNA synthesis switches from the donor to the acceptor 

template.. Inheritance of 3'R-acceptor sequences in transfer products (T) occurs at a 

veryy low frequency in vivo l44-2X(\ indicating that premature strand transfer, i.e. strand 

transferr before the +1 position of the 5' R is copied, occurs infrequently. 

Too test the frequency of mature strand transfer at the +1 position (Fig. 45, 

routee 3) in the in vitro assay, we gel-purified. PCR-amplified and sequenced the 

strandd transfer (T) products. The Lai (wt) and Hxb2 HIV isolates were both used as 

template.. The Hxb2 isolate differs from Lai at position +23 (B ) in the TAR bulge 

(UCUU instead of UUU), and encodes for a Bglll restriction site (position +19/+24). 

Thee results obtained by sequencing of the T products are shown in a chromatogram 

(Fig.. 46). Strand transfer for the wt/B""'" and B"/wt template sets occurs at a high 

frequencyy before position +23. Restriction analysis of the PCR-amplified T product 

indicatess that this jump possibility (Fig. 45, route 1) accounts for approximately 60% 

off  strand transfer in reactions performed with AMV-RT and HIV-RT at 37°C. 
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Figuree 45. Early and late strand transfer routes of the ssDNA. Possible routes are shown on the 

left.. Route 1 mimics premature strand transfer before position +23. and route 2 mimics strand transfer 
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beforee position +16 is reached. Natural strand transfer occurs predominantly at the +1 site (route 3). 

Thee X ~ and the B markers encode the restriction sites Xho\ and fig/11, respectively. After isolation 

off  the T products and amplification of this product by means of radio-active PCR. restriction analysis 

wass performed on these PCR products. Quantitation of the use of restriction sites by Phosphorlmager 

analysiss indicate to what extend the different strand transfer routes were used. Percentages for the use 

off  the jump possibilities are shown on the right. 

+11 X3" 16 B 2 3 

wtt TGGGTCTCTCTGGTTAGACCAGATTTG 

X3-16B233 TGGGAGCCGATTCTCGAGCCAGATCTG 
Xho\Xho\ BglU 

TGGGTCTCTCTGGTTAGACCAGATNTG G 

/ B 2 3 3 r^im%^,jy\.,^y, r^im%^,jy\.,^y, 
TGGGTCTCTCTGGTTAGACCAGATNTG G 

TGGGAGCCGATTCTCGAGCCAGATCTG G 

wt // IAAAA /V'-AA A/ \ /W\A AAA A AAAA 
/X3-16B233 V UMJIMMI I UlM LP A / Lfi I 

TGGGTCTCTCTGGTTAGACCAGATTTG G 

X 3 - 1 6 B 2 3 // j\ AAAAAAAA A A '•• W V • 

Figuree 46. Sequence analysis of transfer (T) products. The - 1 nucleotide is the transcriptional start 

site.. The upper panel shows the sequence of the HIV-1 LAI isolate (wt) and the Hxb2 isolate with the 

XX mutation and the point mutation at position -23 in the TAR bulge (X " B" ). The fig/11 site is 

indicatedd with a grey box. T products were separated by means of gel electrophoresis and isolated from 

gel.. PCR amplified and sequenced directly 
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Increasingg the temperature to 56°C results in an even higher percentage of premature 

strandd transfer, which may be caused by decreased processivity of the RT enzymes. 

Interestingly,, introduction of the X mutation (X = X3"16) in the Hxb2 isolate in the 

acceptorr or donor results in approximately 90% template switching before +23 (route 

1),, and nearly all transfers occurred before position +16 (route 2). Probably, the large 

mutationn at the 3' end of the nascent cDNA of the X mutant (this mutation extends 

fromm position +3 to +16), hampers the annealing onto the wt acceptor RNA and the 

subsequentt extension of cDNA synthesis. Thus ssDNAs made on the X/wt and wt/X 

templatee sets cannot be extended to T products. In contrast, premature strand transfer 

wil ll  avoid this problem, which explains the preferential high incidence of route 1 

productss in successfully transferred T products. 

Destabilizationn of RNA secondary structure positively affects strand transfer for 

thee polyA hairpin, but not for the TAR hairpin. To investigate the effect of the 

polyAA RNA secondary structure on strand transfer, reverse transcription was 

performedd on donor/acceptor templates with the same R region (wt or mutant) 

containingg either a destabilized polyA hairpin (mutant D, AG = -6.8 kcal/mol; mutant 

B,, AG = -11.4 kcal/mol) or a stabilized polyA hairpin (mutant CD, AG = -17.0 

kcal/mol;; mutant A, AG = -25.7 kcal/mol; Fig. 42B). The stability of an RNA 

secondaryy structure varies with the temperature. If RNA structure plays a role in 

strandd transfer, some mutants may behave differentially at varying temperatures. 

However,, opening the polyA hairpin by increasing the temperature did not alter strand 

transferr efficiencies for wt in comparison with the destabilized mutants (B and D), or 

forr the stabilized mutants (CD and A) in comparison with wt (Fig. 47). We measured 

ann inverse correlation between thermodynamic stability and strand transfer. Both 

destabilizedd mutants demonstrate an increased strand transfer efficiency compared 

withh the wt/wt control. In contrast, the mutant CD, which is slightly more stable than 

thee wt hairpin, is marginally reduced in this reverse transcription process, and the 

extremelyy stable mutant A is severely reduced. These results indicate that the RNA 

structuree of the polyA hairpin does not play a facilitating role in strand transfer. 

Interestingly,, the X/X pair behaves like the wt/wt template set at low 

temperature,, but X/X demonstrated reduced strand transfer at increased temperatures 

off  42CC or higher, in particular in reactions with HIV-1 RT. These results indicate 
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Figuree 47. Strand transfer reactions with R region mutants. The strand transfer efficiency as 

determinedd for identical donor acceptor pairs with altered secondary structures in the polyA region 

(mutantt D. B, CD and A) or in the TAR region (mutant X). All reactions were compared with control 

reactionss on the wt/wt set. Strand transfer reactions were performed with HIV-RT and AMV-RT at 

differentt temperatures ranging from 29 to 58°C. Samples were analyzed at different incubation times ol 

10,, 30 and 60 minutes. 
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thatt the TAR hairpin stimulates template switching. We thought of additional 

experimentss to test the role of the TAR hairpin in this reverse transcription step. 

Thee first 28 nucleotides of the donor template are required for efficient strand 

transfer.. The previous experiments indicated that the HIV-1 TAR region facilitates 

efficientt strand transfer. To test this, transcripts were synthesized with deletions at the 

5'' end of the donor (Fig. 48 A). In addition, constructs with deletions at the 3' end of 

thee acceptor were synthesized for comparison. Samples of strand transfer reactions 

weree analyzed on gel (Fig. 49) and ss/T products were quantitated to determine strand 

transferr efficiencies (Fig. 48B). First, the mutants with deletions in the acceptor 

templatee were tested. The mutant a96 contains the complete R sequence, but lacks the 

polyAA tail. Deletion of this tail does not have an impact on the strand transfer 

efficiency,, both in reactions performed with HIV-RT or AMV-RT. Deletion of 19 and 

633 nt on the acceptor template (a78 and a34, respectively) does not have a significant 

effectt on the strand transfer efficiency. The wt/a34 combination has a repeat region of 

344 nt, which is much shorter than the 57 nt complementarity for wt/a57, yet the 

formerr pair is much more efficient in strand transfer. This indicates that repeats much 

shorterr that the 97 nt of the natural R region can mediate efficient strand transfer. The 

a577 mutant contains the complete TAR sequence that forms the TAR hairpin 

structure,, and the a34 mutant contains only half of the TAR sequence and thus is 

unablee to form the latter structure. Therefore we conclude that strand transfer is 

inhibitedd in the absence of single-stranded regions in the acceptor. For the a78 mutant, 

inn which half of the polyA hairpin is deleted, leaving a single stranded sequence of 21 

nt,, strand transfer efficiency is comparable with wt at 37°C or even improved at 56°C. 

Thesee results indicate that single stranded regions in the acceptor promote efficient 

templatee switching. The a34 mutant is not defective in strand transfer, indicating that 

thee TAR hairpin structure in the acceptor template does not play a facilitating role in 

strandd transfer. 

Deletionn of 16 nt at the 5' site of the donor template <dl7) results in opening 

off  the lower part of the stem of the TAR hairpin. This deletion only results in a small 

decreasee in strand transfer efficiency. Deletion of 28 nt (d29) results in complete 

openingg of the TAR hairpin in the donor template. This mutant demonstrates a severe 

decreasee in strand transfer efficiency compared with wt. This defect is not likely to be 
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Figuree 48. Strand transfer efficiencies of donor/acceptor pairs with truncated R regions. (A) 

Truncatedd 5' R sequences start at position - 17 (d 17). +29 (d29). or +58 (d58). and truncated 3' R 

sequencess end at position +96 (a96), +78 (a78), -57 (a57). and +34 (a34). Filled arrows show these 

positionss and represent to what extent the RNA secondary structure of the TAR or polyA hairpin is 

affectedd by these deletions. (B) Analysis of strand transfer efficiencies (%) for the different deletion 

mutants.. The site of truncation is shown on the x-axes. The vertical, dotted line represents the 3' end of 

thee 3' R and the beginning of the short polyA tail (A).(. Strand transfer reactions are performed at 37°C 

(openn circle) and 56°C (filled circle) with H1V-RT (upper panel) and AMV-RT (lower panel). 
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Figuree 49. Gel analysis of'cDNA products of strand transfer reactions performed with different 

donor/acceptorr pairs. Gel analysis of cDNA products of strand transfer reactions performed with 

donorr acceptor pairs with a wild-type (wt) or a truncated 5" R (d,7, d24 .d5x) or 3' R (a%, a?», a5-. au). 

Reversee transcription of the truncated donor templates results in synthesis of ssDNA constructs of 

varyingg lengths. 202 nt for ssp. 185 nt for ss2y and 173 nt for ss5s. Strand transfer results in the 

synthesiss of a transfer products (T) of 256 nt for all donor acceptor pairs. Strand transfer reactions are 

performedd at 37°C with HIV-RT (A) or AMV-RT(C) or at 56°C with HIV-RT (B) or AMV-RT (D). 
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thee direct effect of shortening of the R region, because the d29/wt templates have a 69 

ntt R region. For comparison, we measured relatively efficient strand transfer with an 

RR region of only 34 nt with the wt/a34 template set. Deletion of the complete TAR 

hairpinn (d58), which has lost the +17/+28 sequence and also single stranded regions in 

thee donor template, makes that strand transfer efficiencies drop to almost zero. We 

concludee that the +17/+28 sequence of the upper part of the TAR structure is required 

forr efficient strand transfer. 

DISCUSSION N 

Thee first of two obligate strand-transfer reactions that occur during the process of 

reversee transcription was studied for HIV-1 with two separate RNA templates that 

mimicc the 5'R-donor and 3'R-acceptor template. In particular, we tested the role of 

twoo hairpin structures within R on the strand-transfer process. We report that the 

upperr half of the TAR hairpin in the 51 R donor is critical for efficient strand transfer. 

Thiss result may be surprising given the importance of this structured RNA domain in 

otherr replication steps, in particular transcriptional activation of HIV-1 gene 

expression.. As part of the nascent transcript, the TAR RNA hairpin binds the Tat-

cyclinTT complex to activate transcription from the viral LTR promoter 18J92* . The 

currentt study indicates that 5' TAR is also critically involved in the mechanism of 

reversee transcription. Such a role of the 5' R may seem difficult to reconcile with the 

findingg that the template RNA is degraded by RNaseH during reverse transcription. 

Too resolve this paradox, we propose that the structural constraint in the 5' R donor 

doess in fact reflect a structural requirement in the ssDNA copy, which is proposed to 

actt as enhancer of the strand transfer reaction. We will first review the evidence for 

thee formation of a specific ssDNA structure, and subsequently present two 

mechanisticc explanations for a facilitating role of ssDNA structure. In brief, the 

structuree may be instrumental in the release of ssDNA from the 5'R-donor RNA, or 

itss subsequent annealing onto the 3'R-acceptor RNA. 

Directt experimental evidence for the folding of a stable structure by the HIV-1 

ssDNAA comes from the analysis of wt and mutant ssDNA molecules on non-

denaturingg gels 227. A secondary structure model of the HIV-1 ssDNA was generated 
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withh a bascpairing algorithm for single-stranded DNA 2K4:285-285-*-. The minus-strand 

ssDNAA is predicted to fold two hairpin structures that are the approximate 'mirror 

image'' of the TAR and polyA hairpins encoded by the positive-strand HIV-1 RNA 

(Figuree 50). These two ssDNA hairpins are therefore termed anti-TAR and anti-

polyA.. Differences between the RNA- and DNA-folding scheme are caused in part by 

thee fact that GoU basepairs in the RNA (marked in the TAR and polyA hairpins) will 

producee C A mismatches in ssDNA. Furthermore, overall folding of the ssDNA is 

differentt because the complement of the G-triplet within TAR (marked in grey) is 

predictedd to basepair with the complement of the C-triplet downstream of the polyA 

hairpinn (also marked in grey). As a consequence, only the upper part of the TAR RNA 

hairpinn is copied in a mirror-image ssDNA stem-loop, and this is exactly the domain 

thatt we found to be critical for efficient strand transfer. The mutant donors X and d 17 

willl yield a cDNA that folds the anti-TAR structure, and these mutants are active in 

strandd transfer. The cDNA of the d29 mutant template does not fold the anti-TAR 

hairpin,, and is largely inactive in strand transfer. There is some additional evidence 

forr the proposed enhancer function of cDNA structure. First, strand transfer is 

efficientlyy inhibited by the single-strand DNA binding proteins SSB from E. coli and 

thee human replication protein A (RPA), and such proteins that will interfere with 

foldingg of DNA. Second, HIV-1 strand transfer was demonstrated to be inhibited by 

thee DNA-binding drug Actinomycine D 2,7:2S6, which was subsequently demonstrated 

too interfere with the folding of the HIV-1 ssDNA - . 

Wee will present two possible mechanisms that explain the stimulatory effect 

off ssDNA structure on HIV-1 strand transfer. Folding or self-annealing of the ssDNA 

mayy be required for efficient release from the donor RNA template (illustrated in 

Figuree 50). Although one may expect that the newly synthesized ssDNA will not be in 

aa duplex with the donor RNA template because of removal of the latter molecule by 

thee RNaseH activity of the RT enzyme, previous reports indicated that the template 
,, , . , . ,- 91:236;281:287 ;2RS:289;290:291: 

RNAA is not degraded completely during reverse transcription 
292292.. In fact, RNaseH cleaves infrequently, leaving RNA fragments of considerable 

lengthh (e.g. 15 to 100 nucleotides). Many of these RNA fragments will not dissociate 

spontaneouslyy from the newly synthesized ssDNA, thus posing a problem for strand 

transfer.. Consistent with this idea, it has been suggested that removal of the donor 

RNAA is the rate-limiting step of strand transfer 236. We now propose that the ability of 
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Figuree 50. Schematic of the HIV-1 RNA genome. The terminal repeat regions contain the TAR 

hairpinn and the polyA hairpin. The 3* polyA hairpin is truncated due to cleavage at position -97 and 

thee addition of A nucleotides. Reverse transcription is initiated by the annealing of a specific tRNA 

moleculee to the Primer binding site (PBS). Extension of the tRNA primer results in the synthesis of a 

ssDNAA molecule containing an anti-TAR and an anti-polyA hairpin. According to our model strand 

transferr starts with the folding of the anti-TAR hairpin in order to release the ssDNA molecule from the 

5'' R RNA and to facilitate base-pairing with the 3' R RNA template. After the initiation of basepairing 

furtherr annealing of the ssDNA molecule occurs which enables extension of the ssDNA molecule. 
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thee ssDNA to self-anneal may initiate its release from the donor RNA fragments. 

Interestingly,, a related cDNA-mediated mechanism was suggested previously to 

explainn pauses/stops encountered during reverse transcription on structured templates 
: 9 \\ Some of these stops were ahead of structures in the RNA template, suggesting 

collisionn of thee elongating RT enzyme. However, other RT stops were observed after 

thee copying of such RNA structures. In this case, the structured part of the template 

RNAA will not be present anymore due to RNaseH action, and the authors suggested 

thatt RT is affected by formation of secondary structure in the nascent cDNA. The idea 

thatt basepairing of the nascent cDNA influences the elongation properties of the RT 

enzymee is consistent with the role of HIV-1 ssDNA structure in strand transfer as 

proposedd in this study. Interestingly, a similar strategy is used by single-stranded 

RNAA viruses to preclude the formation of stable double-stranded RNA duplexes 

duringg genome replication 294:29\ For both RNA viruses and retroviruses, self-

annealingg of thee newly synthesized strand may allow the separation of the mother and 

daughterr strands. 

Thee folded ssDNA may also facilitate the next step of strand transfer, that is 

thee annealing onto the acceptor RNA, and a mechanistic model is presented in Figure 

50.. Because the RNA and ssDNA structures are nearly mirror-images of each other, 

theree is complete complementarity between the loop regions of the TAR RNA hairpin 

off the 3'R-acceptor and the anti-TAR DNA structure, and the same holds for the 

polyAA RNA hairpin and the anti-polyA DNA structure. Thus, basepairing interactions 

betweenn the loops may initiate basepairing between the two molecules. This 

mechanismm is very similar to RNA-RNA 'loop-loop kissing' interactions that have 

beenn proposed in a variety of biological systems, including plasmid DNA replication 
2%:2977 and HIV-1 RNA dimerization ,27. The similarity with the latter mechanism can 

bee extended to the subsequent phase of the reactions. In HIV-1 RNA dimerization, 

basepairss in the two interacting hairpins are opened to facilitate the formation of an 

extendedd inter-molecular duplex 2m. The proposed mechanism of strand transfer also 

predictss that the anti-TAR and 3'R-acceptor hairpins should be opened to facilitate the 

formationn of the extended cDNA-RNA duplex. Thus, both reactions represent 

basepairr rearrangements, and both reactions are catalyzed by the nucleic-acid-

chaperonn activity of the NC protein 2^2^-2"-54:262-299, NC is able to lower the energy 

barrierr for breakage and re-formation of basepairs, thereby catalyzing the formation of 
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nucleicc acid conformations, either intra- or inter-molecularly, with the maximal 

numberr of basepairs. In the proposed mechanism of strand transfer, NC protein is 

criticall for the formation of the extended cDNA-RNA duplex, which is a critical 

intermediatee for successful elongation of reverse transcription. Consistent with this 

idea,, it has been shown that NC stimulates the annealing of ssDNA onto the acceptor 
RNAA ,a-S:l06'-26:300:-50' 

Twoo additional observations were made concerning the mechanism of the 

HIV-11 first strand transfer. First, and contradictory to a previous observation in the 

MoMuLVV system U)6, we measured no contribution of the polyA-tail of the HIV-1 

acceptorr template. Second, we measured an inhibitory effect of stable RNA structure 

inn the donor and acceptor. This effect was most obvious for a mutant template with a 

stabilizedd polyA hairpin (the A mutant), but the combined results also suggest that the 

wtt polyA hairpin is somewhat inhibitory in this in vitro assay system. The wt TAR 

hairpinn is also inhibitory for strand transfer, especially in the acceptor template. 

Althoughh the high strand transfer efficiency for wt/X in comparison with X/wt can be 

subscribedd to the negative effect of mutations in the lower stem of the anti-TAR 

structuree in the X donor, there is also a positive effect of opening of the TAR hairpin 

inn the X acceptor. A likely explanation for the inhibitory effect of stable RNA 

secondaryy structure is that too stable intra-molecular basepairing in either the donor or 

acceptorr will interfere with inter-molecular basepairing during strand transfer. It may 

seemm a paradox that stable structure in the donor RNA, which is degraded before 

ssDNAA transfer occurs, can interfere with this process. However, wc previously 

mentionedd the possibility that structural effects in the donor RNA are mimicked in the 

antisensee ssDNA, and an excessively stable cDNA hairpin will be less likely to form 

ann extended duplex with the acceptor RNA (see Figure 50). The finding that the wt 

polyAA hairpin is slightly inhibitory to strand transfer may be an in vitro artifact, as it 

iss unlikely that this hairpin is inhibitory in the in vivo context. In general, the 

requirementt to perform efficient reverse transcription may set an upper limit on the 

stabilityy of these genomic RNA structures. Indeed, inspection of natural HIV-1 

variantss and the analysis of mutant-revertant viruses indicate that the thermodynamic 

stabilityy of the R-region hairpins remains within a narrow range to support efficient 

viruss replication ,,8:,3-\ and excessively stable RNA structure in the 3'R-acceptor 

blockss strand transfer in virus-infected cells 137. 
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Thee efficiency of in vitro strand transfer reactions is low compared with that 

off the in vivo reaction in virus-infected cells, in which for instance no significant 

amountt of ssDNA intermediate is observed 41:91. However, we obtained very efficient 

strandd transfer with the natural HIV-1 templates, suggesting that other studies may 

havee suffered from the use of non-viral templates. On the other hand, several serious 

problemss remain with the current strand transfer assay. For instance, the use of 

templatess with non-identical R regions is complicated by the frequent occurrence of 

'early'' strand transfer before the complete 5' R is copied. Such 'early' strand transfer 

contrastss with the in vivo situation, where cDNA synthesis proceeds up to the end of 

thee 5' R l33:280;:iw,:302. Because the frequent occurrence of early strand transfer is an 

artifactt of the in vitro assay system, it raises some doubts on the usefulness of this 

assayy to study the mechanism of reverse transcription, but there is no good alternative 

assayy system available. The interpretation of strand transfer with identical d-a pairs is 

alsoo difficult because the efficiency measured will reflect the sum of positive and/or 

negativee effects exerted by the donor and/or acceptor templates. Furthermore, 

templatess may differ in their ability to induce pause products during reverse 

transcription,, and this may also affect the strand transfer efficiency. For instance, a 

significantt pause product is observed near the base of the TAR hairpin on the wild-

typee template, but not on the destabilized X mutant template (Figure 43B, compare 

forr instance lanes 1 and 2). Although this result nicely confirms the finding that stable 

RNAA secondary structure can negatively affect the processivity of the RT enzyme 
:7*:2W,, such effects do complicate the current strand transfer analysis. 

Theree may be additional reasons why the in vitro system does not accurately 

mimicc the in vivo context. For instance, the 5'R-donor may fold differently in the 

contextt of the complete leader RNA 303, and the HIV-1 3'R-acceptor may require 

upstreamm U3 sequences in analogy with the MoMuLV system m. Furthermore, the 

RNAA genome within virion particles may fold a specific tertiary structure that 

supportss strand transfer, e.g. by juxtaposing the genomic 5' and 3' ends. Finally, the 

dimericc structure of a retroviral RNA genome is important for the first strand transfer 

reactionn 244. Although most animal retroviruses encode R regions that are much 

shorterr than the 97-nucleotide HIV-1 repeat, nucleic acid structure may also be 

importantt in these systems. Hairpin structures can be folded by the relatively short R 

regionn of several animal retroviruses W-305:306^07:30R. This preliminary phylogenetic 
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iurvéyy (Berkhout,unpublished results) suggests that &twmt&-faétèe& strand ttsösfer 

mayy be a more general property of the reteovirus jktt&y: ïfodeieaeid structural 

propertiess may also influence other rccombinarion events that are frequently observed 

intetrpvitusess m andW$A viruses310. 
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